
Introduction Advantages
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l Learning multiple tasks sequentially is important for the 
development of AI and lifelong learning systems.

Ø For continual learning and knowledge accumulation

Ø For dealing with catastrophic forgetting problem in neural networks.

l We propose Parameter Generation and Model Adaptation (PGMA)
to deal with the problem. The proposed approach learns to build a
model, called the solver, with two sets of parameters. The first set is
shared by all tasks learned so far and the second set is dynamically
generated to adapt the solver to suit each test instance in order to
classify it.

Datasets

Ø Experiments conducted using two image datasets (MNIST and
CIFAR-10) and two text datasets (DBPedia ontology (Lehmann et al.,
2015) and THUCNews (Li et al., 2006)).

Results

What can our model do?
l Ease the problem of accuracy deterioration.
l No parameter increase or network expansion is needed to learn new 

tasks. 
l No previous data need to be stored to enable the system to remember 

the previously learned models or knowledge.
l The proposed approach PGMA works well for different scenarios 

and different types of datasets, and outperforms the existing 
baselines markedly.

Table 1. Average accuracy over all tasks in a sequence after the tasks have all been learned.

Figure 1. Key idea about PGMA.

Figure 2. Sequential training in the PGMA framework.

We propose a new framework and a model, which includes:

Ø Data Generator (DG) Ø Dynamic Parameter Generator (DPG)

Proposed Framework
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Shortcomings:

Existing joint parameterization methods, learning shared parameters for all tasks,
suffer from accuracy deterioration. Dynamic changing methods require constant
increase of model parameters and thus can result in a huge and complex model.
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Ø Solver

Given a test instance !", #$% first generates its embedding &", which is fed to ' ( to 
generate a set of parameters )". Solver S then takes !" as input and uses the 
trained/learned shared parameters *+ and )" to classify !". *+ contains the common 
features of all tasks learned so far. )" simply adapts S for !" in order to classify !".
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Combination Method:

Constraints:

Table 2. Average accuracy over 5 tasks in a sequence after the tasks have all been learned.

Figure 4. Experimental results on MNIST dataset.

Figure 3. Experimental results on DBPedia dataset.


